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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
) Docket Nos. 50-247-SP

CONSOLIDATED EDISON ) 50-286-SP
0F NEW YORK (Indian Point, Unit 2) )

1

POWER AUTHORITY OF THE STATE )
0F NEW YORK (Indian Point, Unit 3) )

DIRECT TESTIMONY OF FRANK H. R0WSOME
CONCERNING DAMAGE STATE LIKELIHOODS

Q.1 State your name and position with the NRC.

A.1 My name is Frank H. Rowsome. I am Deputy Director of the Division of

Risk Analysis in the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research.

Q.2 What are your responsibilities in that position?

A.2 I assist the Director in planning and managing the research group

j in risk assessment, probabilistic safety analysis, operations

| research, reliability engineering, and related regulatory standards

j development.

Q3 Have you prepared a statement of your professional qualifications?

A.3 Yes, the Statement of my professional qualifications is attached to

this testimony.
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0.4 What is the purpose of this testimoay?

A.4 The purpose of this testimony is to identify the steps I tock to

assemble the accident likelihood estinates provided by Messrs.

Israel, Holahan, Budnitz and Buckbinder into the input employed by

Dr. James Meyer in his evaluation of the likelihood of release

categories. In addition I will identify the basis for the

difference between "before fix" and "after fix" frequencies for

hurricane-induced accidents.

Q.5 How were the accident likelihood estimates prepared for use by

Dr. Heyer?

A.5 On December 2,1982 I sen+ a memorandum to Dr. Meyer transmitting -

the accident likelihood estimates to him for use in continuing the

risk calculations. This memorandum is attached as an appendix to

this testimony. It explains how I adapted the input I received from

Sandford Israel (See III.A.1 above), Gary Holahan (See testimony on

Board Question 2.2.1), Robert Budnitz (III.A.2 above), and Ben

Buckbinder (III.A.3 above).

Q.6 Was the treatment of emergency response suggested in paragraph 2 of

your memorandum to James Meyer followed in the risk calculations?

A.6 No, not in all respects. The memorandum suggests dividing all the

accidents into three classes, according to the appropriate model of

emergency response. Class 1 includes all accidents not entailing

loss of offsite power, an earthquake or a storm. Class 2 entails

accidents associated with loss of offsite power or on-site tornados,

.
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but not earthquakes or hurricar.es. Class 3 entails those accidents

triggered by non-nuclear regional disasters: earthquakes and hurri-

canes. As my memo suggests, our risk calculations do segregate

accidents triggered by regional disasters, but Dr. Acharya and I

concluded that there was no need to segregate accidents in classes 1

and 2.

Q.7 Why do you feel it to be unnecessary to segregote accidents

involving loss of offsite power from those that do not in modeling

emergency response for risk calculations?

A.7 The risk calculations to be reported in the testimony of Dr. Acharya

entail cases in which evacuation is modeled as occuring for all the

merged Class 1 and 2 accidents. It also includes cases in which

evacuation is modeled as not taking place at ali for any of the

merged Class 1 and 2 accidents. These cases bracket the case in

which evacuation takes place when offsite power is available and

fails when it is unavailable.

|
t

In addition we have reason to believe that for most accidents

associated with loss of offsite power, the power will be restored

l before the notice to the public to take protective action would be

expected. Finally, we det emined that the contribution to risk

posed by the accidents entailing loss of offsite power ---but not a

non-nuclear disaster -- would be small compared with the risk posed

by the other classes of accidents. Therefore we concluded that the
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calculational burden associated with segregating accidents that do

and do not 14 tail mere loss of offsite power was not warranted.

Q.8 What is the "fix" for hurricane-caused accidents at Indian Point

Unit 2.

A.8 The "fix" is a commitment to shut down Unit 2 in adv3nce should a

hurricane threaten the plant.

Q.9 How effective is an anticipatory shutdown at lowering hurricane

contributions to the risk?

A.9 Our preliminary investigation suggests that anticipatory shutdown a

few hours in advance of a loss of control and/or all AC power can

virtually eliminate the possibility of those types of accidents

which give rise to comparatively severe releases of radiation.

Anticipatory shutdown may not always avert core melt, but it does

offer a long time within which a restoration of core cooling can

avert core melt, so repair prior to core melt we judge to be likely.

Thus the offsite radiological risk can be largely eliminated by

shutting down Indian Point some hours ahead of the arrival of a

severe hurricane.

Q.10 Uhat is the basis for the "after fix" estimate of the frequency of

hurricane-induced accidents at Indian Point Unit 2?

A.10 The frequency of the severe, damage state E outcome of a hurricane

at Indian Point Unit 2 is taken to be the frequency "before fix"

multiplied by the probability that the anticipatory shutdown does
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not take place, or occurs toe late to be effective. In December,

when my memo to Dr. Meyer established the accident frequencies to be

used in the risk calculations, I judged that anticipatory shutdown

would occur in time for at least 90% of the hurricanes at the site.

In other words, the "after fix" frequency is one tenth the "before

fix" frequency estimate prepared by Dr. Budnitz.

Q.11 What is the basis for your judgment that anticipatory shutdown will

be successful 00% of the time?

A.11 At the time I made the estimate, in late November, the staff had

decided to order an anticipatory shutdown should a hurricane

threaten the site, and the staff was discussing with the licensee

the possibility of formulating a technical specification formalizing

the criteria and the consnitment. Since we had not settled upon a

criterion against which to judoe whether a hurricane in the Atlantic

constituted a threat, I did not feel justified in assigning a high

reliability to anticipatory shutdown. I judged that the staff

commitment to order a shutdown was itself likely to take place in

sufficient time to be effective at least 90% of the time.

Q.12 What is the current status of the commitment to anticipatory

shutdown for threatening hurricanes.

A.12 A license amendment for Indian Point Unit 2 finalizing a technical

specification on anticipatory shutdown is now complete and in place.

The criteria which trigger the anticipatory shutdown has been

defined and included in the technical specification. In addition to

.
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the Consclidated Edison commitment to monitor weather reports and

spontaneously react by shutting down -- should the threshold

criteria be met -- the NRC Incident Response Center is also moni-

toring weather reports and constitutes a check on the licensee.

Q.13 What do you now believe the "after fix" likelihood of hurricane-

induced accidents at Indian Point Unit 2 to be?

A.13 We have not completed an estimate of the residual hurricane

contribution to accident initiation, but I now believe that the

estimate employed elsewhere in the testimony to be an upper bound.

I suspect that it is unduely pessimistic and that hurricanes no

longer constitute a significant contribution to risk.

Q.14 Does this conclude your testimony?

A.14 Yes.

.
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS.

' FRANK'H. R0WSOME, 3rd-

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

I am Frank H. Rowsome, 3rd, Deputy Director of the Division of Risk Analysis in

the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research. I have served in that capacity since
,

joining the NRC in July 1979. The work entails planning, budgeting, managing

and staffing the Division. Much of the work of the Division is devoted to

research in reactor accident risk assessment. The rema'inder entails risk

assessment applied to non-reactor aspects of the nuclear fuel cycle and to

standards development related to system reliability or risk.
.

I received a bachelor's degree in physics from Harvard in 1962. I studied

theoretical physics at Cornell, completing all requirements for a Ph.D except

for the dissertation in 1965. From 1965 to 1973, I taught and engaged in research

in theoretical physics at several colleges and universities. -

4

In 1973 I joined the Bechtel Power Corporation as a nuclear engineer.. My initial

assignment was to perform accident analyses for nuclear plant license applications.

After six months in that job, I was transferred to a newly formed group of systems

engineers charged with developing for Bechtel a capability to perform risk assess-

ments and system reliability analyses of the kind the NRC was then developing for

the Reactor Safety Study. In that capacity I performed reliability analyses of

nuclear plant safety systems, developed computer programs for system reliability

analyses, performed analyses of component reliability data, human reliability

analyses, and event tree analyses of accident sequences. I progressed from

nuclear engineer, to senior engineer, to group leader, to Reliability Group

Supervisor before leaving Sechtel to join the NRC in 1979. In this last position

at Bechtel, I supervised the application of engineering economics, reliability

.
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Professional Qualifications (Cont.)

engineering, and analysis techniques to power plant availability optimization

as well as nuclear safety analysis.

While serving as Deputy Director of the Division of Risk Analysis (and its

anticedent, the Probabilistic Analysis Staff), I also served as Acting Director

(7 months), acting chief of the Reactor Risk Branch (9 months) and acting chief

of the Risk liethodology and Data Branch (4 months).

This experience has given me the practitioner's view as well as the manager's

view of those facits of reactor risk assessment entailing the classification of -

reactor ace.ident sequences, system reliability analysis, human reliability
'

analysis, and the estimation of the likelihood of severe reactor accidents. I
f

have the manager's perspective but not the practitioner's experience with.

those facits entailing containment challenge analysis, consequence analysis,

and risk assessment applied to other parts of the nuclear fuel cycle.
. .

l.ty role in the development of testimony for this liearir.g has been as coordinator
I

of the preparation of testimony on risk and one of the coordinators of the

technical critique of the licensee's " Indian Point Probabilistic Safety Study."

I am not an expert on the design or operation of the Indian Point plants.

|

|
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_ List of Publications

1. "The Role of System Reliability Prediction in. Power Plant Design,"
F.H. Rowsome, III, Power Engineering, February 1977.

2. "How Finely Should Faults be Resolved in Fault Tree Analysis?" by
F.H. Rowsome, III, presented at the American Nuclear Society / Canadian
Nuclear Association Joint Meeting in Toronto, Canada, June 18, 1976.

4' 3. "The Role of IREP in NRC Programs" F.H. Rowsome, III, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555.

4. " Fault Tree Analysis of an Auxiliary Feedwater System," F.H. Rowsome, III,
Bechtel Power Corp., Gaithersb'urg Power Division, F 77 805-5.
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lEMORANDUM FOR: James F. Meyer, Senior Task Manager
Reactor Systems Branch
Division of Systems Integration, NRR

FROM: Frank H. Rowsome, Deputy Director
Division of Risk Analysis, RES

SUBJECT: DAMAGE STATE LIKELIHOODS FOR INDIAN POINT

The damage state likelihoods we sha'11 use to respond to the Commission's
questions on risk at the Indian Point hearing will be those in the attached
table. The source for fire accident frequencies is Ben Buchbinder's
memorandum of November 19,198?., addressed to Meyer and Rowsome titled "Mean
Core Melt frequencies for Fire Accident Sequences, Indian Point." The
source for the accident frequencies triggered by earthquakes, hurricanes,
tornados, etc. , is Bob Budnitz, specifically my notes on his telephone call

'

with us (Rowsome and Meyer) on November 24, 1982. The source of the data on
others, so-called " internal" initiators, is Sandy Israel's table, included
here as Table 2.

In order to enable the emergency response model to be tailored to the
condi'. ions prevailing in an accident, I have segregated the accident
likelihoods into three classes. Class 1 includes all accidents whose root
cause does not entail less of off-site power, an earthquake or a storm.
Either evacuation or sheltering should be feasible for such accidents.

| Class 2 includes all accidents entailing loss of of f site power (which I
pessimi.stically equate with a sustained regional power outage) and on-site'

..

tornados. For such accidents, evacuation might be delayed by the power -

outage and so will not be credited. Class 3 includes all accidents
j precipitated by earthquakes or hurricanes. The late relocation model of

emergency response is appropriate for these.I

I expanded upon Buchbinder's input for Unit 2. His memo lists a class of
accidents called "Non-Key S'equences" which are not identified with plant
da. rage states. Dennis Berry directed me to the source of those frequency

| estimates: Table B2 in Appendix B to the letter from John O'Toole to Steven
'

Varga dated October 8, 1982. I identified the "non-key sequences" with the
fourth and seventh through the next-to-last rows in the table, where I found
the damage state assignments as follows:

damage state E EF EC EFC Total
frequency 1.5E-7 6.4E-7 1.1E-5 3.5E-6 1.6E-5

. -
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Bob Budnitz's input also needed alteratior., to obtain the appropriate fctm.
He suggested using the following accident frequency data for earthquakes:

IPPSS-Release Unit-2-(after-fix) Unit-3
-7 -8

'

Z1Q 7 x 10 3.5 x 10
-8 -97.1 1.3 x 10 2.5 x 10
-5 -52RW 2.5 x 10 1.2 x 10
-9 -78A 5.5 x 10 9.2 x 10
-1088 3. x 10 2.9 x 10'7

He suggested obtaining "before fix" frequencies for Unit 2 by rescaling the
frequencies in the Sandia letter report by the same factors necessary to
transform the after fix values in the Sandia letter Report into his!

frequencies above. He also suggester Sandia letter Report frequencies
without alteration for tornado-induced arr.idents, but scaling down the

8frequency of hurricane-induced acc* dents to 1.8 x 10 per unit 2 year or'in
RC 2RW.

I mapped the IPPSS release categories into the staff damage states as
follows: 21Q = Z; Z1 = E; 2RW = E; 8A = 8B = EFC. I infer that the
external event damage state frequencies are these:

Unit 2 Unit 2
Earthquakes Before Fix After Fix Unit 3

-7
Z 7. x 10 -7 -87. x 10 3.5 x 10

-4 -5 -5E 1.4 x 10 2.5 x 10 1.2 x 10
-9 -9 -6EFC 5.8 x 10 5.8 x 10 1.2 x 10

.

Unit 2 Unit 2
Hurricanes Before Fix After Fix* Unit 3

-4 -5
E 1.8 x 10 1.8 x 10 negligible

Unit 2 Unit 2
Tornados Before Fix After Fix Unit 3

-5 -5 -7
E 1.6 x 10 1.6 x 10 9.2 x 10

-7EFC pegligible negligibic 4.'1 x 10

*The decade reduction in the frequency of hurricane-induced accidents is due
to credit for anticipatory shutdown. This represents my judgment rather

.
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than an input from Budnitz. Other instances of before/after fix distinctions
originate in Budnitz or Buchbinder's input.

hm'
/

Frank H. Rowsome, Deputy Director
Division of Risk Analysis

, Office of Nuclear Regulato,ry Research

cc: R. Budnitz
B. Buchbinder *

S. Israel
D. Kubicki
D. Berry (SNL)
R. Blond
5. Acharya*

J. Moore
J. Scinto
T. Sullivan
R. Bernero
., Hickman (SNL)'

G. Kolb (SNL)
J. Hannon
S. Varga
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TABLE 1

INDIAN POItiT CAMAGE STATE FREQUENCIES

$
,

U N I T 2 U N I T 3
_

,

Damage Before Fix * After Fix* Before Fix ** Af ter Fix **
State ER1 ER2 ER3 ERI ER2 Eft [ ER1 ER2 ER3 ERI ER2 ER3j

Z 0 0 7(-7) 0 0 7(-7) 0 0 3.5(-8) 0 0 3.5(-8),

V 4(-7) 0 0 4(-7) 0 0 4(-7) 0 0 4(-7) 0 0
*

,

E 4(-4) 1.6(-5)3.2(-4) 2.4(-5) 1.6(-5) 4.3(-5) 3.6(-4) 1.5(-6) 1.2(-5) 2.5(-5) 1.5(-6) 1.2(-5)
EC 1.1(-5) 0 0 1.1(-5) 0 0 neg. 0 0 neg. 0 0

-

EF 6.4(-7) 0 0 6.4(-7) 0 0 neg. 0 0 neg 0 0
.

EFC 1.3(-4)-2(-5) 6(-9) 1.3(-4) 2(-5) 6(9) 2.0(-4) 3(-6) 1.2(-6)2.0(-4) 3(-6) 1.2(-6)
LF 1(-4) 0 0 1(-4) 0 0 1(-4) 0 0 1(-4) 0 0
SGTR, 2(-6) 0 0 2(-6) 0 0 2(-6) 0 0 ' 2(-6) 0 0

Bypass

.

TOTAL 6.4(-4) 3.6(-5) 3.2(-4) 2.7(-4)3.6(-5) 4.3(-5) 6.6(-4) 4.5(-6)1.3(-5)3.3(-4)4.5(-6) 1.3(-5)
.

L J L
- JL 'k )7 y - T Y

GRAND TOTAL 1(-3) 3.5(-4) 6.8(-4) 3.5(-4)

*
Fixes for Unit 2 include a) reduced seismic fragility (Budnitz), b) reduced fire vulnerability (Buchbinder), and
c) anticipatory shutdown for hurricanes (Rowsome)

Fixes for Unit 3 are limited to reduced fire vulnerability (Buchbinder).**

4
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TABLE 2;

" INTERNAL" EVINT FREQUEhCIES
,

(Spontanous 1.0CA, transient, transient-included LOCA, and LOSP)i

'

.

| U N I T 2 U N I T 3
.

NOT ASSOCIATED ASSOCIATED WITH A0T ASSOCIATED ASSOCIATED.

DS WITH LOSP (ER1) LOSP(ER2) WITH LOSP (ER1) WITH LOSP (ER2)

V 4(-7) 4(-7)--, --

6(-7)E 6(-7)-- -- -

EC -- -- -- --

EF -- -- -- --

EFC 1(-4) 2(-5) 1.8(-4) 2(-6)

| LF 1(-4) 1(-4)--
--

SGTR,
,

Bypass. 2(-6) 2(-6)--
--

Other Special
Cases

'

-- -- -- --

*
..

..
.

Subtotal 2.0(-4) 2.1(-5) 2.8(-4) 2.6(-6)
( s -

-

2.2(-4) ' 2.8(-4).

Total P.elt
.
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